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conserved between mammals remains an open question. We have
investigated this process during early rabbit embryogenesis and find
that the kinetics and monoallelic regulation of X inactivation are very
different between rabbits and mice. Our results suggest that an
imprinted form of X inactivation may have evolved more than once
during the course mammalian evolution, first in marsupials, through
an unknown mechanism; and later in some eutherians, such as
rodents, via an Xist imprint. This provides evidence for remarkable
evolutionary diversity in the mechanisms underlying dosage com-
pensation mechanisms between mammals.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2009.05.035
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For many animals (including humans), the apparent anatomical
stability of their adult bodies is maintained by constant change.
Under normal physiological conditions, the functions of many
organs depend on the continuous destruction and renewal of their
cells. Equally remarkable is the fact that the adult tissues and organs
of many organisms can be fully restored after amputation. In fact,
metazoans have evolved a series of renewal and repair mechanisms
to respond to both trauma and normal wear and tear. Moreover,
these mechanisms are under tight regulatory control such that
organismal form and function can be maintained throughout life. As
important as repair and restoration are to the survival of multi-
cellular organisms, we know little about how these processes are
affected and regulated at the cellular and molecular levels. Here, I
will discuss how the study of a simple metazoan, the planarian
Schmidtea mediterranea, is beginning to shed light on the way adult
animals regulate tissue homeostasis and the replacement of body
parts lost to injury.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2009.05.036
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